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 Perhaps there is a little time left for your baby, who will be the new member 
of your family, to come. There is a lot of work to be done while we eagerly await its 
arrival. The majority of your baby’s daily routine will be spent in her/his cradle. So, is 
your cradle ready? Dreaming of the healthiest and sweetest cradle for your baby is 
from you and making this dream come true is on us.

 We offer ergonomic, comfortable, long-lasting and elegant baby cradles, which 
appeal to minimal lifestyles and exceed the expectations of parents, with rich 
models.

 All of our products draw attention first with their design and then with their 
economic aspects, but mostly with the quality grade they receive from parents.

 All of our models make your work easier with installation diagrams and videos 
with audio narration.

 Our crib models that promise quality sleep and healthy moments for your baby 
are waiting for you...



Do you want your baby to spend his time in an ergonomic cradle during sleep and 
leisure moments? You can place our ergonomic and white color minimal cradle 
in your bedroom, baby room or anywhere in the house with pleasure and you 
can easily move and change it whenever you want. Our baby cradle, which offers 
parents comfort and freedom, is both rocking and fixed. Our white cradle model, 
which is among the preferences of every parent who cares about their baby, 
adapts to all decoration trends.
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    Depth  : 58
    Width : 94
    Height : 70

BW1010 PRACTICAL MINI ROCKING CRIB
50 X 90 WHITE
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Do you want your baby to spend his time in an ergonomic cradle during sleep and 
leisure moments? You can place our ergonomic and wood-white color minimal 
cradle in your bedroom, baby room or anywhere in the house with pleasure and 
you can easily move and change it whenever you want. Our baby cradle, which 
offers parents comfort and freedom, is both rocking  and fixed. Our white cradle 
model, which is among the preferences of every parent who cares about their 
baby, adapts to all decoration trends.
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    Depth  : 58
    Width  : 94
    Height  : 70 

BW1011 PRACTICAL MINI ROCKING CRADLE
50 X 90 WOOD
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Our cradle model, preferred by those looking for a long-lasting, stylish, 
comfortable and safe cradle model, has a two-level design. You can put your 
newborn baby in the upper level first and after he/she reaches his/her age and 
starts to grow, in the lower level. Our cradle, which draws attention with its 
white and minimal design, carries the safety and comfort features that parents 
pay attention to. With its large volume, it functions as both a play area and a 
sleeping area. With its ergonomic structure, design and reliability, it increases 
your baby’s quality of life.
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    Depth  : 68
    Width  : 124
    Height  : 90

BW1020 PRACTICAL ROCKING CRADLE WITH LEVELS
60 X 120 WHITE
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Our cradle model, preferred by those looking for a long-lasting, stylish, 
comfortable and safe cradle model, has a two-level design. You can put your 
newborn baby in the upper level first and after he/she reaches his/her age and 
starts to grow, in the lower level. Our cradle, which draws attention with its 
wood - white and minimal design, carries the safety and comfort features that 
parents pay attention to. With its large volume, it functions as both a play 
area and a sleeping area. With its ergonomic structure, design and reliability, it 
increases your baby’s quality of life.
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Depth : 68
Width : 124
Height : 90

BW1021 PRACTICAL ROCKING CRADLE WITH LEVELS
60 X 120 WOOD
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Drawing attention with its aesthetic design and functional features, the white 
cradle makes the life of parents easier and increases the comfort of newborn 
babies. While your baby will enjoy their first sleep in a safe cradle, you can enjoy 
your baby’s peaceful sleep. Our cradle has a rocking and fixed feature. There is 
a small shelf in the lower part. This area, where you can place basic necessities 
such as baby blankets, muslin cloths, diapers or wet wipes, aims to facilitate life 
with a baby.
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Depth : 58
Width : 94
Height : 83

BW1030 WHEELED ROCKING PRACTICAL BASKET CRADLE
50 X 90 WHITE
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Drawing attention with its aesthetic design and functional features, the white 
cradle makes the life of parents easier and increases the comfort of newborn 
babies. While your baby will enjoy their first sleep in a safe cradle, you can enjoy 
your baby’s peaceful sleep. Our cradle has a rocking and fixed feature. There is 
a small shelf in the lower part. This area, where you can place basic necessities 
such as baby blankets, muslin cloths, diapers or wet wipes, aims to facilitate life 
with a baby.
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Depth : 58
Width : 94
Height : 83

BW1031 WHEELED ROCKING PRACTICAL BASKET CRADLE
50 X 90 Wood
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Our white minimal cradle model, which has three levels of height, literally saves 
lives. The most important feature of our cradle is that the safety handrail can be 
opened completely. You can position the cradle according to the size of your bed 
and turn it into a mother’s side cradle.
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Depth : 58           
Width  : 94            
Height : 97

BW1040 WHEELED PRACTICAL MOTHER SIDE CRADLE
50 X 90 WHITE
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Our wood-white minimal cradle model, which has three levels of height, literally 
saves lives. The most important feature of our cradle is that the safety handrail 
can be opened completely. You can position the cradle according to the size of 
your bed and turn it into a mother’s side cradle. Since it has three levels, you can 
adjust the levels as your baby grows. Our stylish cradle model, which you will use 
over time, can be easily used in the whole house thanks to its wheeled structure.
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Depth  : 58           
Width : 94            
Height  : 97

BW1041 WHEELED PRACTICAL MOTHER SIDE CRADLE
50 X 90 WOOD
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Our cradle model, which can be rocked and fixed when desired, is appreciated by 
every parent with its white and minimal design. Those who wish their baby to 
spend time in their cradle with pleasure and peace, not only while sleeping but 
also when awake, prefer our model, which consists of three levels, the handrail 
can be opened completely and offers high protection. The most important 
advantage of three-level cradles is that they can be used as a mother’s side crib. 
You can ensure your baby’s comfort both during the day and at night, and you can 
be sure that he or she sleeps safely.
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BW1050 ROCKING PRACTICAL MOTHER SIDE CRADLE
50 X 90 WHITE

Depth : 58           
Width : 94            
Height : 8921



Our cradle model, which can be rocked and fixed when desired, is appreciated by 
every parent with its wood-white and minimal design. Those who wish their baby 
to spend time in their cradle with pleasure and peace, not only while sleeping but 
also when awake, prefer our model, which consists of three levels, the handrail 
can be opened completely and offers high protection. The most important 
advantage of three-level cradles is that they can be used as a mother’s side crib. 
You can ensure your baby’s comfort both during the day and at night, and you can 
be sure that he or she sleeps safely
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Depth : 58           
Width : 94            
Height  : 89

BW1051 ROCKING PRACTICAL MOTHER SIDE CRADLE
50 X 90 WOOD
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Thanks to its large interior volume, our white cradle model, which offers the 
features that parents look for, such as different levels, minimal design, wheeled 
structure, ease of transport, ergonomic design, high comfort and safety, allows 
your baby to feel comfortable and continue to sleep safely, even if they have an 
active sleep. Being wide, the cradle also offers a safe playground besides sleeping.
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Depth : 68
Width : 124
Height : 97

BW1060 WHEELED PRACTICAL MOTHER SIDE CRADLE
60 X 120 WHITE
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Thanks to its large interior volume, our wood-white cradle model, which offers the 
features that parents look for, such as different levels, minimal design, wheeled 
structure, ease of transport, ergonomic design, high comfort and safety, allows 
your baby to feel comfortable and continue to sleep safely, even if they have an 
active sleep. Being wide, the cradle also offers a safe playground besides sleeping.
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Depth  : 68
Width  : 124
Height  : 97

BW1061 WHEELED PRACTICAL MOTHER SIDE CRADLE
60 X 120 WOOD
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Our white model, which features a rocking and fixable cradle, which is the general 
expectation of parents, has a three-level design. It is an economical and long-
lasting cradle model that you can use with pleasure until it is first born, when 
it grows up a little and after it reaches its age. While your baby continues to 
develop, he will relax in his bed and continue his peaceful sleep.
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Depth  : 68
Width  : 124
Height : 89

BW1070  PRACTICAL ROCKED MOTHER SIDE CRADLE 
60 X 120 WHITE
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Our wood-white model, which features a rocking and fixable cradle, which is the 
general expectation of parents, has a three-level design. It is an economical and 
long-lasting cradle model that you can use with pleasure until it is first born, 
when it grows up a little and after it reaches its age. While your baby continues 
to develop, he will relax in his bed and continue his peaceful sleep.
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Depth  : 68
Width  : 124
Height  : 89

BW1071  PRACTICAL ROCKED MOTHER SIDE CRADLE 
60 X 120  WOOD
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Our white cradle model, which blends the care and concern of the parents for 
the baby, manages to get a passing grade from the parents with its elevator 
structure, rocking-fixed feature, and wheeled design. Our cradle appeals to the 
eye with its stylish white color and appeals to quality baby life with its functional 
features. You can use the cradle next to your bed or anywhere in your home.
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Depth  : 58
Width  : 94
Height  : 97

BW1080  PRACTICAL WHEELED ROCKED MOTHER SIDE CRADLE  
50 X 90 WHITE
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Our white cradle model, which blends the care and concern of the parents for 
the baby, manages to get a passing grade from the parents with its elevator 
structure, rocking-fixed feature, and wheeled design. Our cradle appeals to the 
eye with its stylish wood-white color and appeals to quality baby life with its 
functional features. You can use the cradle next to your bed or anywhere in your 
home. Thanks to its wheeled design, your baby is with you wherever you are in the 
house.
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Depth  : 58
Width  : 94
Height  : 97

BW1081  PRACTICAL WHEELED ROCKED MOTHER SIDE CRADLE  
50 X 90 WOOD
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Our white cradle model, which blends the care and concern of the parents for 
the baby, manages to get a passing grade from the parents with its elevator 
structure, rocking-fixed feature, and wheeled design. Our cradle appeals to the 
eye with its stylish wood-white color and appeals to quality baby life with its 
functional features. You can use the cradle next to your bed or anywhere in your 
home. Thanks to its wheeled design, your baby is with you wherever you are in the 
house.
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Depth  : 68 
 Width  : 124
Height  : 97

BW1090  PRACTICAL WHEELED ROCKED MOTHER SIDE CRADLE 
60 X 120 WHITE
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Our special wood-white cradle model, which combines all the features you are 
looking for in a single cradle, offers a comfortable sleeping and playing area 
with its wide interior size. With its white, stylish design and its rocked, fixable, 
wheeled, elevator and three-stage adjustable structure, the cradle can be easily 
transported, used for many years and creates a storage space for you thanks 
to the shelf in its lower part. While your life becomes comfortable with babies, 
your baby sleeps peacefully and you can manage time as you wish.
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Depth : 68 
Width  : 124
Height  : 97

BW1091  PRACTICAL WHEELED ROCKED MOTHER SIDE CRADLE
60 X 120 WOOD
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Wardrobe, which is indispensable 
for baby and children’s rooms, is 
with you with its most special 
design. Having an ergonomic 
and stylish design, the cabinet 
offers a use with two doors 
and drawers. The corners of 
the wardrobe are designed in 
a rounded form for your child’s 
safety. Two different shelves in 
the wardrobe can be adjusted 
to the desired level. With our 
closet designed with white and 
wooden options and its large 
interior volume, it provides more 
than one children’s wardrobe 
service.

BW2010 
PRACTICAL 
TWO-DOOR 
WHITE 
WARDROBE
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Wardrobe, which is indispensable 
for baby and children’s rooms, is 
with you with its most special 
design. Having an ergonomic 
and stylish design, the cabinet 
offers a use with two doors 
and drawers. The corners of 
the cabinet are designed in a 
rounded form for your child’s 
safety. Two different shelves in 
the wardrobe can be adjusted 
to the desired level. With our 
closet designed with white and 
wooden options and its large 
interior volume, it provides more 
than one children’s wardrobe 
service.

BW2011 
PRACTICAL 
TWO DOOR 
WOOD 
WARDROBE 
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BABY SLEEP SET QUEEN
BW1111 / 50 X 90
BW1211 / 60 X 120 

BABY SLEEPING SET ELEPHANT 
BW1113 / 50 X 90
BW1213 / 60 X 120

BW1311
BABY MOSQUITO NET PINK

BW1311
BABY MOSQUITO NET GREY
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BABY SLEEPING SET HORSE
BW1114 / 50 X 90
BW1214 / 60 X 120 

BW1311
BABY MOSQUITO NET BEIGE-BROWN

BABY SLEEPING SET KING
BW1112 / 50 X 90
BW1212 / 60 X 120

BW1311
BABY MOSQUITO NET BLUE
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BW1511
ALEZ
Ölçü: 50x90

BW1512
ALEZ
Ölçü: 60x120

BW1411
BED
Ölçü: 50x90

BW1412
BED
Ölçü: 60x120

BW13 01
MOSQUITO NET
H: 80cm
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